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TO TOAST!
ALL DAY!
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Sam’s
An engineer by training and an
entrepreneur by choice, Sam is
dedicated to improving Charleston
and its hospitality scene. He worked
many food-service jobs, gained
experience, and ultimately saved up
enough money to purchase his first
restaurant, a tiny Illinois eatery he
named Sam’s Cafe. Few could have
predicted that Sam’s Cafe would
one day give rise to a multi-million
dollar hospitality group whose
portfolio of brands and services
now include fine dining and casual
restaurants.
Sam purchased “Diana’s Tropical
Toast” in 2006, hoping for
$500,000 annual sales to live
the dream of owning a successful
restaurant in downtown Charleston,
SC.
Now in 2021, The Charleston
Hospitality Group is a still-growing
company that owns and operates
many businesses in SC’s Lowcountry,
including: 11 brick-and-mortar
stores, commercial and residential
properties, and a corporate training
center overlooking the Charleston
Bridge. The CHG team continues
to work to ensure that Charleston’s
visitors and residents have access
to endless options for exceptional
dining, unforgettable travel, and
sizzling nightlife that fits their mood,
whatever that mood may be…
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Full Belly, Full Hearts

During the pandemic of 2020, while other
restaurants were closing doors, TOAST!
began a movement to feed displaced
hospitality workers and their families.
“When Covid-19 hit, all of our employees
were let go, we couldn’t afford to pay
anyone. Yet many of our employees
volunteered their time to utilize product that
would ordinarily have gone to waste, and
turned it into meals for their families.”
Shortly after the movement started, the food
Vendor PFG began sending 18 Wheel Trucks
full of potential loss food from warehouses
across the Southeast US for the Charleston
Hospitality Group to utilize for the program.
When the pandemic ended, CHG had
produced over 100,000 meals for
hospitality, front line and first responders in
the Charleston area.
Full Bellies, Full Hearts means if you aren’t
hungry, its easy to help others.
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Our Locations
Charleston Hospitality Group has a robust set of
brands which will do well in many settings across
the country.
Currently, our Toast! All Day brand is expanding
far beyond it’s Charleston roots. As you can see
below, we are establishing multiple new corporate and franchise locations along the Eastern
seaboard - several of which are planned to open
in 2022.

SOUTH CAROLINA

CHARLESTON, SC

We have nine locations in the
Charleston area:
Eli’s Table
HonkyTonk Saloon
JohnKing Dueling Piano Bar
Toast! All Day (5)
Queology

BOSTON, MA

Corporate store,
Planned for 2022

ATLANTA, GA

Franchise store,
Opening Spring 2022

SAVANNAH, GA

Corporate store,
Planned for 2022

MIAMI, FL

Corporate store,
Planned for 2022
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Our Brands
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Our Menu
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•We provide you with a Critical Path to opening
Checklist in order to ensure the restaurant gets
opened properly.
•We provide a 9 person team to Assist with new
restaurant opening.
•We provide 6 weeks of Manager training on full
restaurant operations, Including but not limited to All
employee positional training, Effective ways to run
daily shifts, and basic P&L knowledge.
•We provide a Field Trainer 45-60 days after
Restaurant opening to come back and assess
how the restaurant is progressing from a
training stand point. During this visit we help
you evaluate who the future hourly position
trainers could be.
•We provide 24x7 Restaurant support from Our office
and Field Operations Team.
•We Provide 7-day Soft Skills Training Management
Training at Toast University in Charleston around:
Emotional Intelligence
Performance Management
Leadership
Time Management
Mindset
and Critical Thinking.
•Post Opening We provide new new Manager
certification through our 6 week MIT Process.
•You will be provided full contact to our Field Business
Consultant who will be your first point of contact. This
Individual will be visiting the restaurants Quarterly in order
to conduct full Operations and P&L assessments.
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You can easily retrofit an
existing restaurant to reduce
pre-opening expenses!

BEFORE

AFTER
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Restaurant 365
Toast POS
Pepsi
EcoLab
PFG

King Bean Coffee
Ed Don
ServSafe
Wycliff
Deep Eddy
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We utilize a variety of channels
to promote the brand:
•Website
•Google
•Facebook/Instagram
•Waze (Driving App)
•YouTube
•Radio
•Outdoor Advertising
•Store Signage
& More!
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•What’s Next?
•Schedule a Discovery Day at TOAST!
•Tour our Stores
•Meet our Team of Trainers
•Visit our Corporate Office
•Try the food, enjoy our hospitality
•Ask questions
•Celebrate the possibilities!
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CONTACT:
Email
: jeff@teamchg.com
Web
: charlestonfranchisegroup.godaddysites.com
Support Center Address:
229 Huger Street
Charleston SC 29401

Toast! All Day thanks our customers as we
were Awarded Top 25 Best Brunch in the
United States & Top 1% of all locations
world-wide on TripAdvisor.com!

Facebook:
www.facebook.com/toastallday
Instagram:
instagram.com/toastofcharleston
Twitter:
twitter.com/ToastCharleston
Linkedin:
linkedin.com/company/toast-all-day

